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Seven lessons
for eLearning
success
Leveraging subscription
intelligence to thrive in the
stay-at-home economy

Education comes home
The world is changing. Consumer habits have steadily
been shifting toward a new stay-at-home paradigm. The
unfortunate effects of the coronavirus pandemic have
dramatically boosted this trend, especially when it comes
to eLearning.
Academia is now dependent on conferencing tools like
Zoom and Google Hangouts1. Teachers are subscribing
to services such as Blackboard, Edpuzzle, and Google
Classroom to bolster lessons and spark discussions.
Parents are seeking help from resources like ABC Mouse
and SkillShare to keep their children engaged.2 Workfrom-home employees are subscribing to online services
and productivity apps to enhance their work skills. And
consumers are looking to online services to learn new

Who is capitalizing
on eLearning?

languages, improve their cooking skills, and otherwise
boost their mental well-being.
With the eLearning market poised to grow to $375
billion by 2026,3 the opportunities for online educational
subscription services are manyfold.

Seven lessons for
eLearning success
How can eLearning subscription businesses succeed in
the evolving stay-at-home economy and the pandemicimposed remote learning environment?
Based on extensive experience in the stay-at-home
subscription economy and access to actionable, in-depth
subscription intelligence, here are seven strategies for
maintaining and accelerating subscription growth:
1. Offer free trials and freemiums
2. Curate experiences
3. Create exceptional user journeys
4. Embrace in-app purchases
5. Utilize subscription intelligence
6. Fight passive and active churn to maximize retention
7. Build subscription bundles to accelerate growth
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Professional education (Coursera,
LinkedIn Learning, Udemy,
MasterClass, Mind Tools)
Supplemental education (ABC Mouse,
Chegg, KiwiCo)
School and administrative tools
(Respondus lockdown browser,
Canvas learning management
platform)
Language learning apps (Rosetta
Stone, Babbel, Pimsleur)
Publishing (New York Times,
Bloomberg, Wall Street Journal,
Tribune)
Audiobooks (Audiobooks.com,
Audible)
Music learning sites (MuseScore,
Musicnotes)
Mind booster apps (Luminosity,
Happify, Chopra, Calm, HeadSpace)
Productivity apps (Evernote, Freedom,
Todoist)
Content creation and distribution
(Vimeo, Patreon, Quizlet)
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1

Offer free trials and
freemiums

Offering free trials and freemiums can be a successful
acquisition strategy for eLearning subscription businesses.
For example, Pimsleur (see sidebar) offers a free trial for
its language learning service4 and Tynker provides free
licenses to K-12 schools, enabling educators to teach
coding to students remotely during school closures.5
Naturally, subscription businesses want to start
generating revenue as soon as they can. The longer they
offer free services, however, the longer it takes to realize
a profit. In particular, eLearning subscriptions have high
stakes because they devote considerable resources
to creating downloadable content and subscriber

Simon and Schuster’s language learning
group Pimsleur offers online lessons in over
50 languages. The subscription service uses
the proven Pimsleur method, implanting
language into memory using specific
linguistics and psychology principles.
For subscription management,
monetization, billing, customer acquisition
and retention, Pimsleur relies on the
Vindicia subscription lifecycle management
platform.

acquisition, but are not guaranteed a subscription signup at the end of the free trial. The benefit of free trials is
that the customer already has one foot through the door.

For example, check in with users before the free trial ends

The challenge is the need to continually impress with

to let them make the decision as to whether to continue

quality, enticing offerings or services in order to convert

subscribing or to cancel rather than automatically

the free trialist to a long-term subscriber.

charging the subscription onto their form of payment.

Most academic institutions structure their schedules on
a semester or quarter system, which means there is an

This lets you form a solid relationship with your
subscribers that is built on trust and transparency.

eventual ending to the process of learning. Similarly,

Furthermore, it is recommended that subscription

online classes and learning are usually done in spurts.

providers abstain from offering free trials that extend

Therefore, subscription providers should make open,

beyond 14 days – and freemiums that offer too much

active communication a core part of the user experience.

too soon. For eLearning subscriptions in particular,
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downloadable and non-gated materials can be especially
harmful to the business as trialists can simply download
everything they need during the free trial, which
makes subscribing long term unnecessary. Leveraging
subscription intelligence (see Lesson #5 below) can reveal

Deepak Chopra, the well-known author
and mindfulness thought leader, recently
launched the Chopra subscription service
and mobile app that offers advice and tools
for well-being. The Chopra app allows users
to take better control of their mental and
spiritual well-being through simple actions
and expert insight.

free-trial insights and other pricing considerations that
are specific to the particular eLearning segment, industry,
and customers. Careful analysis of free-trial strategies
and data can help eLearning companies focus their
acquisition and conversion efforts on the right prospects.

2

Curate experiences

Chopra relies on Vindicia for subscription
acquisition, monetization, billing, inapp purchases, customer retention, and
maximizing customer lifetime value.

eLearning subscription providers are increasingly finding
success in launching curated physical goods and
seasonal items that aid learning. Curated sets come
in many forms, incorporating online services, physical
product boxes, and a hybrid of products and/or services.
Curation is important for driving user engagement
and increasing retention. In a survey to thousands of
shoppers, McKinsey found that “curation services [and
subscriptions], with 55% of total subscriptions, are by
far the most popular, suggesting a strong desire of
personalized services.”6 To keep paying subscribers on
their toes, giving them what they have shown you they
want is a proven way to create steady engagement.

3

Create exceptional user
journeys

Creating amazing experiences throughout the user
journey requires an efficient and effective user-centric
approach. It is no longer enough to simply deal only with
the one person in the household who pays the eLearning

Savvy providers are taking advantage of the stay-at-

bill. Today, multiple members of the household are

home economy and general needs for supplemental

accessing the digital services across dozens of devices.

educational activities and materials. For example, KiwiCo

Each family member expects a simple and intuitive

offers monthly science kits and subscription boxes that

experience with a high degree of personalization tailored

make science at home a fun learning experience for

specifically to them – not other members of the family.

kids.7 Plant Parent Club offers a box subscription service
that helps parents and kids unleash their green thumbs
while learning about plants and horticulture through a
hands-on approach.8
For eLearning providers offering box sets of hybrid
products and services, more upfront work and financial
resources are required for manufacturing, selection,
production, procurement, R&D, sourcing, packaging, and
shipping. Revenue needs to be quickly converted into
cashflow and runway funds for sourcing of products.
Therefore, eLearning providers need to centralize
customer acquisition, digital identities, payments, billing,
shipping, data, billing and overall retention efforts—as
well as the ability to connect different revenue streams

Successful subscription providers such as kids coding app
Tynker, Study.com, Schoology, and Spotify enable users
to create personal profiles with preferences and usergenerated content that they in turn can share with the
wider community of users.
To succeed, providers must move beyond a basic
account-level identity and authentication to delivering
compelling user journeys: combining digital identity for
every individual with tools to manage households and
groups, entitlements, privacy, all while collecting granular
user-level data. This approach will increase and maintain
engagement, empowering subscribers to derive more out
of their subscription experiences.

together, making it easy to launch both regular and
seasonal products.
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And as for the family member who is paying the bill,

upsell, and cross-sell, subscription businesses need wider

they should be able to easily and intuitively manage

transparency into the buyer journey. Having the full end-

their accounts, billing preferences and other settings

to-end story is key.

without having to endure digital roadblocks, multiple
phone calls, or chat bots to get customer service’s
attention. This includes cancellation. Making
cancellation easy might seem to go against every
instinct a subscription company has, but it is vital that
cancellations are painless. Difficult cancellations will
reduce the chances of customers ever signing back up
or recommending the service to family or friends.

4

Embrace in-app purchases

This lack of transparency and revenue reconciliation can
be a real problem. eLearning service providers may find
it difficult to visualize the impact of in-app purchases on
their total revenue, which creates informational gaps in
their customer journey maps. Transparency issues also
make it difficult to accurately assess the performance
and value of different offerings and revenue channels.
Subscription businesses could use a centralized
subscription lifecycle management platform built to
address these challenges. Ideally, subscription providers

In-app purchases on iOS and Android mobile platforms

can see user behaviors, reconcile revenue, and apply

can be very helpful in driving customer acquisitions,

in-app purchase activity insights into creating offerings.

offering a convenient way for customers to pay for their

Without this help, service providers are not maximizing

subscriptions and extra content without having to go

the revenue and value opportunities that in-app

through another interface to manage their subscription

transactions provide.

service. While the costs are high, App Annie’s State
of Mobile 2020 Report states that 15% of all revenue
from Apple and Google Play app stores are attributed
to subscriptions. When available in the app stores,
9

subscriptions garner more exposure and are easily and
readily available for subscribers to sign up with only a
couple clicks. It makes sense that subscription providers
are embracing in-app purchases despite the higher costs
associated with app store hosting.
A downside of Google and Apple’s app stores is that
they prevent subscription companies from seeing the

By removing barriers to transparency and tearing down
data silos, subscription providers can gain access to
subscription intelligence and important key performance
indicators. Those metrics offer valuable insights into
user behavior and preferences, allowing eLearning
providers to effectively engage mobile users and present
personalized promotions and offerings.

5

Utilize subscription
intelligence

full story of purchases, cancellations, renewals, and any

Data is the lifeblood of all subscription businesses.

activity that is crucial for determining ad spend, content

Data holds the answers for eLearning providers who

expansion, and acquisition outreach. In order to target,

want to know which channels to focus on in customer
acquisition, how to reduce churn, and how to increase
customer lifetime value. While it is important to have
a baseline of subscription metrics, in general the more
granular the data is the deeper the insights will be.
Drilling down into the specifics can help eLearning
companies optimize the service, deliver consistent value
and provide a superior user journey.
At a recent online event10 Robbie Kellerman Baxter, author
the “The Forever Transaction,” recommended to never
stop probing for granular intelligence. “Ask questions like
‘How are customers onboarding?’ and ‘Which features
are they using?’” she said. “Frequency, recency, depth
and breadth are features that I like to look at. Do some
free subscribers behave differently than others? Which
ones are the most valuable to the organization?”
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eLearning providers should use subscription intelligence
to determine how their subscribers are using the
platform, specific content they favor, usage frequency,
downloading and sharing patterns, and more. Everyone
learns at their own pace and connects to eLearning
platforms differently. Knowing what subscribers are
looking for is key to knowing what and how to deliver an
amazing eLearning experience

6

Fight passive and active
churn to maximize retention

Many eLearning subscription providers may not realize
how much passive churn negatively effects their
businesses. Passive churn happens when a subscriber
is disconnected from their service, not because they

Audiobooks.com, part of RB Media, is an appbased audio book streaming and download
subscription service. The company offers over
200,000 premium book titles, over one million
podcasts, and a variety of “audiobook clubs”
catering to a wide range of educational and
leisure interests.
Audiobooks.com depends on Vindicia to
recover failed payments and prevent passive
churn. The company also relies on Vindicia
subscription intelligence to determine
seasonality, performance metrics, and unique
best practices for subscription success.

want to cancel, but because of unintentional payment
transaction failures. This phenomenon is widespread,
with up to 10 to 15% of recurring card-based payments
failing every month.
Consider this unfortunate situation: A student relies on
an eLearning platform as a supplement to study for an
upcoming exam. Suddenly the student gets disconnected
from the service, becoming frustrated because a major
exam is just two days away. What’s the reason for
disconnection? The hapless student does not know, but
since time is of the essence, he decides to study rather
than take the time to call customer service. It is only
after he takes the exam that he finally receives an email

from the subscription service asking him to update
his payment card details. The result? Annoyance and
disgust. And maybe even a cancellation.
To prevent passive churn and negative user experiences,
it is important to ensure that involuntary payment
transaction failures do not result in lost subscribers.
Cancellations due to preventable payment failures can
make it difficult to grow or even sustain an eLearning
subscription business. Savvy eLearning service providers
such as Mind Tools and Audiobooks.com (see sidebars)
use third-party tools to automatically resolve failed
payment transactions before they result in service
disruptions and cancellations. Such solutions can reduce
both active and passive churn, improve subscription
intelligence, boost ongoing revenue streams, and
maximize customer lifetime value.

Mind Tools is one of the world’s most
popular digital, on-demand career and
management learning solutions. The
company helps more than 24 million
subscribers each year gain the essential
management, leadership, and personal
effectiveness skills needed to build
successful careers. On-demand resources
include personalized toolkits, quizzes, time
management skills, and productivity tools.

Active churn, on the other hand, requires a trained eye

Subscriber retention is a critical issue for
Mind Tools. That’s why the company relies
on Vindicia to reduce passive churn that
results from failed payment transactions.

the user. Fighting passive and active churn simultaneously

for discerning which parts of the business to highlight
and which parts to downplay—according, of course.
First, figure out what is “normal” behavior for each
subscriber using subscription intelligence and monitoring
of usage patterns. Second, retain subscribers better
by personalizing conversion tactics to appeal to each
individual user. Lastly, continuously enable users to derive
value from the subscription using clear communications
and modifying aspects of the subscription to emphasize to
is important, but if prioritization is necessary, then fight
passive churn first. Without reducing passive churn, how
can active churn strategies for increasing engagement
and retention take place?
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7

Build subscription bundles
to accelerate growth

additional services at no extra change.10 The bundled
services include Pandora Plus (ad-free music and
podcasts), TuneIn Premium (live sports, news, music

Bundling is a fresh strategy that many subscription

and podcasts), Peak (brain training), CuriosityStream

companies are adopting to accelerate growth beyond

(documentaries and series), CONtv + Comics (movies and

their initial customer base, attracting new consumer

digital comics), FarFaria (illustrated children’s books) and

segments, and diversifying their portfolio of customers,

MUBI (hand-picked films).

affiliates, and products and services. Three common
types of eLearning bundling include:

On the partnership front, GT’s Synergy recently

• Organic bundling: Creating a bundle or curated set

whole health platform founded by Dr. Deepak Chopra.

announced a partnership with Chopra, the leading

of the company’s own online services and/or physical

GT’s email subscribers can receive free GT’s Synergy

products (see Lesson #2 above)

Kombucha and a complimentary one-year membership

• Partnership bundling: Identifying a strategic partner
with a compatible customer base to combine forces.
• Aggregator bundling: Combining subscription
products or services on a platform with an existing
billing relationship with a large-scale audience.
For eLearning subscription providers, such bundling
strategies can be an effective way to entice potential
subscribers to think about the various use cases of each
subscription. Often times, two subscriptions work better
together, so bundling them makes business sense,
whether it involves internally sourced products and

to Chopra’s new Meditation and Well-Being app.11
For users, bundled offers can be very desirable because
learning often requires using a combination of various
tools and information sets. For example, when studying
biology, Quizlet flashcards can be crucial. For studying
English literature, Shmoop study guides are insightful.
To be successful with this strategy, eLearning subscription
companies need a subscription management platform
that facilitates bundling with other subscriptions. When
bundling, consider the time, place, use cases, and

services, or through partnership strategies.

lifestyles of top user segments in the market. Bundles

For example, eBook and audiobook subscription service

place to users with too many overlapping use cases.

Scribd recently announce its bundled Scribd Perks

Distinguishing what each bundled component does and

service giving paying subscribers access to a number of

is used for is critical.

that do not consider these factors can feel out-of-

Vindicia for eLearning subscription business success
To succeed in the evolving and growing stay-at-home economy, eLearning providers need to view the subscription
holistically, understanding how customer acquisition, retention and growth are inextricably tied to the customer
journey, driving ongoing revenue streams and customer lifetime value. The end-to-end Vindicia subscription platform
supports monetization, personalization, retention and bundling capabilities that simplify customer engagement at all
touchpoints in the subscription lifecycle. What’s more, Vindicia’s subscription intelligence capabilities combine realtime views of subscription data with expert consultative guidance, turning granular data into actionable insights.
To learn more about eLearning subscription success, or to schedule a demo, contact www.vindicia.com/contact-us.

Vindicia eLearning clients include:
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ABOUT VINDICIA

Vindicia offers comprehensive subscription management solutions that help businesses acquire
and retain more customers. Providing much more than just a billing and payments system, the
company’s SaaS-based subscription management platform combines big data analysis, strategic
consulting and proprietary retention technology. Vindicia provides its clients with more recurring
revenue, more customer data, better insights, and greater value throughout the entire subscriber
lifecycle. To learn more visit www.vindicia.com.
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